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With Box, you can safely store files in the cloud. You can also access information wherever you are at any time. This intuitive app syncs information from your desktop and phone. It is a handy tool when you are in meetings or away from your desk. With Box, you can share the necessary files with your colleagues or update documents from your mobile device. There's also the
ability to view different types of files and enjoy full-screen quality. When you install Box, you get 10GB of cloud storage for free. You can add extra security to more sensitive files with file-level security controls. You can access your information and folders offline for added convenience. You can view documents and stored files using a real-time search tool. There is also an easy
way to share large files with friends and colleagues. This is done through the link-sharing method. All you have to do is copy the automatically generated link and you're good to go. It's a versatile cloud storage program because you can save photos and videos too. The download speed is slow at times, but in most cases it depends on your network connection. Box is a secure, fast,
and user-friendly system to manage important files wherever you are. If you have a phone, you have access to all your important information and folders at the touch of a button. Where can you run this program? This app requires Android version 5.0 and up. Is there a better alternative? No. Box is a reliable cloud storage system for Android phone users. DropBox works in a
similar way, but with less space. Switching to cloud storage makes it easier to access files. Box is a safe and secure place to store your information. It's an effective tool and a top-notch folder management option while you're out of the office at any time. Should you download it? Yes. If you find yourself away from your desk and need critical information on the go, this is an effective
system to use. Remind is a communication platform for teachers and students to talk to each other. Web software also has several useful features, such as sharing files and translating messages. This platform is designed for both offline and online teachers. As a teacher, you can send schedules, photos, files or even quizzes through messages to all studentsRemind acts as a
social network for educational purposes. Professors can easily contact their students as well as their parents without having to request personal numbers or emails. The website can also tell you if all your students have received your message or if someone is missing it. Educators start by creating a class that can function as a group in certain social networks. this is where teachers
message everyone in the classroom. The platform also allows you to send private messages to a student or his parents. Parents. makes educational resources such as Powerpoint lessons accessible to everyone. Parents can also see your messages. All documents, spreadsheets, and other files are available under the Files tab for everyone in the class to access. Integrated
Platforms and Other Features Educational Platform also supports other resources to help you with class abilities. This includes a Google class that provide students with course jobs and their grades. You can also use a monkey quiz and review for exercise or after-school activities. Another way to recall can help you is the translation feature. You can translate any posts on the site
into some of the most commonly used languages, such as Spanish, French and Korean. This can help you understand what your students can say. It also allows you to communicate with people who can only speak a particular language. Where can you run this program? The Remind website is available through any browser. You can also use a mobile phone app that is
compatible with android 4.4 or better phones, as well as iOS 10.0 and up. Is there a better alternative? A good alternative to Remind is Twiducate. A social media app that provides a private platform for both teachers and students. The app is compatible with Google Docs and YouTube.Remind fulfills its goal of providing you and your students with a social media platform for
effective messaging and sharing. It also goes beyond its function with integrating other websites and platforms such as Google Docs. You can also contact international students or teachers with Remind. The only limitation of the site is the 140-character limit, which is similar to Twitter, before it doubled the character limit. Should you download it? Yes, a free account gives teachers
the tools they need to communicate and provide resources for the class. Star Walk 2 is a vastly refined stargazing experience that takes ideas from all the other virtual planetarium applications out there and adds amazing visuals and a great soundtrack to enhance the atmosphere. But is it worth the relatively high asking price that doesn't even unlock all the features? For casual
starships, perhaps the added atmosphere is a plus, but professionals and enthusiasts won't find anything here that other, more utilitarian apps don't do for free. More images Look into the sky with Star Walk 2 and stargaze with plenty of information in the palm of your hand. Star Walk 2 is a premium stargazing tool that takes you on a journey through the stars, allowing you to
determine just what it is that you are looking at just by holding your smartphone to the sky. Application A huge database of celestial bodies, coordinates, built-in sensors of your phone and location data to show you what is in the sky. You can also search for objects, and the app will show you where to look. The app has an amazing 3D 3D various celestial bodies and phenomena,
ranging from planetary nebulae and comets to planets, missions and man-made satellites. It also comes with an atmospheric soundtrack and amazing art for constellations inspired by minimalist art styles. Visit Tom's Guide for the latest and greatest free Android apps and for news and updates on Android.And you can visit Tom's Guide Forums for any concerns about your
Android. Download Watch videos from the Internet from YouTube for Android.This is the official app that allows you to watch videos from the Internet directly on the Android device. YouTube works just like its web version: subscribe to channels, search videos, see recommended videos, share videos and that it also has voice search and instant search suggestions. You can also
throw videos on tv, comment on videos, and also loved and disliked them and letting the world know how you feel about said video. Enjoy watching YouTube videos for Android. Check out Tom's Guide for more information android and Android Games.Also check out the forums for Android. Download Source: Ara Wagoner/Android Central We all know how fast the weather can
change, and that's how fast the weather app can change, too. Dark Sky was bought by Apple back in March and announced that the Android app will be closed on July 1. Well, the Dark Sky weather app is no more, so if you need something to replace it with hyperlocal weather and give you accurate forecasting in a well-designed package, here are some weather apps that should
meet your needs and also don't cost you an annual subscription to good stuff. Appy Weather Source: Ara Wagoner/Android Central If you like that little merry-go-round with different conditions under the Dark Sky timeline, then you'll probably be very pleased with the Appy Weather, powered by the Dark Sky API – which will continue to serve existing API customers until 2021, at
which point Appy Weather will have a few other weather sources for you to pull from. The appy weather weather app that I've been using for the last 10 months or so because it's got a super-simplified layout map, it allows you to be very specific when setting up your location - my default set is the location of Magic Kingdom, so I know what it feels like in parks before I get there and the schedule gives me the data I need in a more compact way. The radar is tucked away under a layered icon at the top of the app bar, which I personally don't mind because while Dark Sky radar maps are kind of cool to track hurricanes and massive Nor'easters, they're really not that great for local rainfall. Appy is still relatively young for the weather app and he is still in the
process of adding features and more data sources, but it was a great app that I keep next to my Walt Disney World app so that I can check temps and chances of rain rain I'll armor FastPass for Big Thunder Mountain. With a great user interface, easy-to-understand forecasts along with glancing charts, and Dark Sky data to power it all, Appy Weather is not a nonsense weather
app that's made for those of us who don't want to dig into three layers of customization to get things the way we want them to. Source: Android Central To quote itself from our best weather roundup apps: While I rely on Appy Weather for temperature and regular conditions when Orlando's famous 3 hour showers come literally raining on the parade and chase crowds out of the
park, MinuteCast is crucial in determining when and how I take a break for my favorite rides or for the car. AccuWeather is currently preparing an overhaul of the user interface that will simplify and simplify its user interface by putting MinuteCast in front and center when you open the app; it's in beta right now, but should be for everyone before much longer. Many apps and widgets
- including most pre-loaded weather maker widgets - use AccuWeather for the same reason you should: it's reliable and damn accurate. MinuteCast is terribly accurate, and it's hard to leave AccuWeather for another weather app without it. Source: Ara Wagoner/ Android Central Like Appy Weather, Today Weather can pull your data from the Dark Sky API if you want to continue to
get the same weather data that you are used to, but it also allows you to get your data from ten different sources, so you can start trying to find another source that seems accurate for your language. Today the weather has a more minimal look for its scrolling layout, with each page being one place that you can easily hold if you need to check out a few places before packing for a
business trip or a multi-city vacation. Today the weather puts data front and center that dark skies and appy do not, such as pollen and air quality. I am a chronic allergy sufferer - the emphasis on suffering - so seeing that tree pollen is high and I have to take an additional antihistamine is quite beneficial. I wish the radar wasn't lurking at the bottom, but it's not hard to flick the
screen and get there in a hurry if you're trying to see how long you have before your yard gets rained. This friendly weather app will welcome you by name and then display weather information from one of the user-selected sources including AccuWeather, Dark Sky, and Yr.no, a Norwegian forecasting service that can produce more accurate forecasts for many parts of the world
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